Bromley Liaison Group
16 February 2021, 6PM -7.30PM

Welcome to the Bromley Liaison Group, a community forum to discuss odour and dust concerns in
the Bromley area and consent compliance for the organics processing plant.
Included in this handout is:


An update from the Christchurch City Council on the upgrade of the organics processing
plant



A report from Environment Canterbury on odour complaints and compliance monitoring



A report from Living Earth on consent compliance and dust monitoring

The meeting will consist of:


Welcome and introductions (5 mins)



A discussion about odour and dust issues in Bromley (35 mins)



An update from the Christchurch City Council on the upgrade of the organics plant (10 mins)



Discussion on the reports from Environment Canterbury and Living Earth (35 mins)



Feedback on the meeting format and conclusion (5 mins)

Any questions or feedback following the meeting can be sent to Bromley@ccc.govt.nz

Organics processing plant upgrade
What has happened so far?
In December 2020, the elected Christchurch City Council approved a $21.5 million upgrade of the
plant, resulting in all active processing of organic waste to happen indoors.
Council staff are procuring a contractor to design and build the upgrade work.
What is procurement and why does it take so long?
Procurement is the process of selecting a contractor to do a piece of work. In this instance, we need
someone to design the upgrade of the organics plant and construct it. As a public body using public
funds, there are certain rules around how we pick companies to do work, to ensure ratepayers get the
best value for money.
The first task is creating a formal scope of works, detailing all the information a prospective supplier
will need. This will include plans of the current facility, our performance specifications, user
requirements, access to site during construction, and geotechnical reports, among other
documentation. An external consultant has been engaged to fast track this process which should be
completed about mid-March.
While these documents are being finalised, we are approaching prospective suppliers for Expressions
of Interest. This is to ask companies to confirm their interest and capacity for the project. We will also
request references for previous similar projects, giving us the opportunity to shortlist contractors to
just those with proven expertise in the field.
The final stage is a Request for Proposal. All the documents will be provided to three or four companies
that are shortlisted from the Expression of Interest phase. They will be given six to eight weeks to
develop a design to meet the requirements and specifications of the project and provide a quote.
These will be assessed with the best proposal selected.
For a project of this scale, the procurement process can take over 12 months. We are fast tracking as
many elements as possible whilst maintaining the rigour, ensuring a good outcome. We expect a
contract to be awarded around July 2021.
How long will construction take?
In the tender process timelines for construction will be submitted with proposals. The speed of
construction will be a key consideration when assessing proposals. Once a contractor is selected we
can confirm the exact timeline for construction.
We are aware that most market-leading composting equipment is produced in Europe and are
working now to mitigate risks of shipment delays.

Project Timeline
Supplier
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Draft project scope
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of Interest
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Equipment ordered and shipped/
construction

Request for Proposal

Apr

May

Jun

July

Aug

Sep

Environment Canterbury Odour and Dust Report November 2020 to January 2021
(Prepared for the Community Liaison Group meeting 16 February 2021)
Odour
A total of 177 incidents were logged with Environment Canterbury during the reporting period
for Bromley. A large proportion of incidents are now reported using Smelt It. As Smelt It
does not ask the submitter where the odour is confirming from, Smelt Its are not “assigned”
to a business. However, an odour from Living Earth may be attributed to it.
Note: There may be multiple Smelt Its assigned to one incident.
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Of the 177 incidents, there were 71 incidents where the customer specifically referenced
Living Earth Limited. 81 assessments were carried out by warranted officers during this time
in Bromley. Of those 81 assessments, our officers confirmed odour from Living Earth on 51
occasions.
The below table shows the results of the assessments where we confirmed odour from
Living Earth that was considered offensive and objectionable beyond the property boundary.

Living Earth

November 2020

December 2020

January 2021

15 NONCs

9 NONCs

14 NONCs

0

0

1 x Infringement
issued to Waste
Management Ltd
Other sites

1 NONC
1 Infringement

NONC – Notice of Non-Compliance A warranted officer confirmed the source of the odour
and that it was offensive and objectionable beyond the boundary of the site, by completing
an odour assessment (including a 360 appraisal) at the site or site boundary in accordance
with Ministry for the Environment guidelines.
Dust
Reports of Dust in the Bromley Area:
During this reporting period, we received one complaint of dust in the Bromley area in
November. This report was substantiated, and an infringement notice was issued to Sims
Metals on Francella St in December 2020.
Historical information:
From 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2020, we received 6 notifications of dust in Bromley.
3 of these were attended resulting in the infringement mentioned above, and 1 written
warning.

Living Earth
CLG Report – 16th February 2021
Organics Processing Plant
November 2020 – January 2021

Prepared by:

Daniel O’Carroll
12 February 2021
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The consent conditions of CRC 080301.1 are detailed in this report and comments provided on
current status. Key matters are discussed below:
Dust (c25)
Results for the dust deposition gauges located onsite and in the community are attached as
Appendix A of this report.
We have two deposition gauges located close to Dyers Road. One is situated in a field North of
Metro Place (upwind of the organics plant) and the other in at the old pump station near the end
of Maces Road (downwind of the organics plant and near the residential Bromley area). These
gauges both record lower dust levels than are recorded on site and record similar dust levels to
each other. This indicates that any dust from the organics plant is not adversely impacting the
gauge that is approximately 600m downwind of the site near the Bromley residential area.
In response to concerns raised by the community of potential physical health impacts from living
in proximity to the organics plant, Living Earth engaged Chemsafety Ltd to review this. Chemsafety
Ltd took swab samples from deposits of dust collected in the community (e.g. from windowsills)
and air samples (Microbial monitoring) in several locations in Bromley during a north-east wind
and when numerous Smelt-it reports were being logged. These samples were analysed and
compared to compost samples from the organics plant to determine if there were any similarities.
The samples from the community do not match the compost samples taken, indicating the
organics plant is not a source of bacteria or fungi that may be impacting the physical health of
Bromley residents. A copy of this report has been provided to Environment Canterbury and the
Canterbury District Health Board.
See below section of the report, the full report can be found at www.ccc.govt.nz/bromleyodour

Boundary plantings (c25)
We have small (<10m) section of our boundary where we are replanting trees. Until recently this
area had been protected by shipping containers, but these were removed to complete some
pavement repairs. A new bund has been constructed and after the installation of new power
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poles (used to support water sprays and/ or shade cloths) this area will be replanted with quick
growing natives such as Pittosporums. This work will be enacted during Autumn this year.
Images of the area being planted and a typical windbreak on site are attached as Appendix B of
this report.
Odour (c27/ c14)
Minimising odour remains the top priority in our operations. This period has seen a different
composition of the kerbside organics material that we would expect to see at this time of year.
We have seen a reduction in the amount of woody materials in the bins, and at the same time
higher levels of grass clippings. While the overall volume during this period are not higher than
normal, this mix has seen a low Carbon: Nitrogen (C:N) ratio of this material. Low C:N ratio can be
a contributor to odour. As a result, we have brought in up to 60 tonnes per day of sawdust to add
carbon. This is blended with the mix going into the tunnels, and additional sawdust is also used in
the windrows to correct this imbalance.
We received instructions for the Christchurch City Council to stop accepting commercial preconsumer food waste as of the 23rd December 2020. This has been implemented as of this date.
January 2021 saw no commercial pre-consumer food waste accepted at the organics plant. Details
represented on the graph below.
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Details of odour related events reputed to CCC during this period are details in Appendix C of this
report. Ecan provide details of odour events reported to them.
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RMA Authorisation Number: CRC 080301.1
Description

1

2

The discharges shall be only odour and dust from an organics processing plant and green waste
composting facility located at 40 Metro Place, Bromley, Christchurch at map reference NZMS 260
M35: 8627-4087 and indicated as “Applicant’s Site” on plan CRC080301A attached as part of this
consent.
The organics processing plant shall process not more than 90,000 tonnes of organic material per year.

Compliance
(Y/N)

Findings Comments & Problems

Yes

No discharge except odour and dust occur from the
facility other than storm and wastewater that are
covered under different consents.

Yes

Plant operates less than this tonnage.
19,156t received during this period.

The discharges of odour and dust shall only occur from the following sources:
a.
3

b.
c.
d.

From construction activities associated with the establishment of the organics processing
plant;
From an odour extraction system on the process building that discharges to air via biofilters;
From composting of organic material in managed windrows; and
From screening, blending, packaging and stockpiling of matured compost.

Yes

a)
b)
c)
d)

n/a during this period
Activity undertaken during this period
Activity undertaken during this period
Activity undertaken during this period

Construction of Organics Processing Plant
The consent holder shall provide to the Canterbury Regional Council a Construction Management
Plan to be submitted for approval before commencement of the works on site that includes but is not
limited to the following requirements:

4

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

5

6

7

Regular watering of dusty surfaces during dry windy conditions;
Restricting traffic speed within the site to less than 15 kilometres per hour;
Covering loads of excavated soil whenever visible dust occurs from this source;
Locating stockpiles in areas that are less likely to be affected by prevailing winds and at least
50 metres from boundaries; and
Stabilisation of exposed areas as soon as possible after work is completed.

Organics Processing Plant
The consent holder shall provide to the satisfaction of the Canterbury Regional Council a Facilities
Operation Manual before operating the organics processing plant.
The material processed shall only include the following:
a. Green waste;
b. Food waste; and
c. River weed.
Organic waste containing putrescible material {food waste} shall be processed in a tunnel compost
system contained within the process building.
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Yes

n/a during this period

Yes

A copy was provided in 2012 as required under the
consent.

Yes

No other items accepted.

Yes

All kerbside organics and foodwaste collection vehicles
are emptied inside the processing hall.
4

8
9

Organic waste not containing putrescible material may be composted in managed windrows.
Tunnel Compost System
The tunnel compost system shall consist of a process building, outdoor uncovered windrows and
screening and stockpiling.

Yes

This is only material that does not contain food waste

Yes

This is the current process.
a)

All receipting, shredding, and blending of
materials is completed in the process hall
before being loaded into tunnels.
b) The suction pressure of the biofilter fan
(tunnel exit) is typically maintained at
negative 100Pa and monitored via a computer
control system.

10

The process building shall:
a. House all receiving, shredding and blending of organic waste that is to be composted in the
tunnel composting process; and
b. Be operated under a negative pressure system with all discharges to air being treated via a
biofilter.

Yes

11

The incoming organic material shall be placed into the tunnel composting system on a daily basis
within 24 hours of receipt.

Yes

This is completed. OPP operates on public holidays in
line with the kerbside collection trucks. We are open
and processing on all days that collection occurs.

Yes

During this period typical time was 11-14 days in
tunnel.
Example: last two batches (tunnels) emptied during
this period from 29th January were from materials
received on 14-18th January.

12

13

14

The tunnel composting process shall have a duration of not less than seven days, which includes an
allowance of up to half a day for tunnel emptying, cleaning and filling. During the tunnel composting
process, the temperature of all the compost shall be maintained at greater than 55 degrees Celsius
for a minimum of three continuous days or less at higher temperatures, so that pathogen destruction
has occurred in compliance with New Zealand Composting Standard NZ4454. At the same time or
after the tunnel composting process, the compost shall be aerobically treated for 14 days or longer,
during which time the temperature must always be over 40 degrees Celsius and the average
temperature must be higher than 45 degrees Celsius.
Records shall be maintained showing compliance with Condition (12). Such records shall be available
to Canterbury Regional Council on request.

The maturation composting stage shall be an uncovered windrow system that allows the process to
meet Condition (27) of this consent.

Yes

No

Reports recorded via computer control system
recording time and temperature.
These windrows have been identified by Environment
Canterbury as likely cause of odour complaints.
Outdoor uncovered windrows are used after the
tunnel composting process. High grass content during
this period has required additional sawdust to be
added to increase the carbon ratio in the windrows.

Greenwaste Windrow Compost System

15

Organic wastes not containing putrescibles are to be shredded, blended and formed into windrows
within 24 hours of receipt.

Yes

16

Any organic waste which contains putrescible material is to be redirected into the tunnel composting

Yes
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Green waste windrows separated from other
windrows. 1,630t of greenwaste received via EcoDrop
during this period. Some is used in the OPP to blend
with kerbside materials, other materials composted in
open windrows
The green waste area is manned, and materials
5

17

system.
Not more than 30,000 tonnes per annum of greenwaste shall be composted in full in the outdoors
windrows.
The uncovered windrows shall meet the following criteria:
a. The windrow shall be maintained in an aerobic state throughout; and
b. The state of the windrows shall be monitored for oxygen, temperature and moisture as
follows (and records retained):

18

Yes

Oxygen, moisture, and temperature measurements are
undertaken to monitor the conditions of the windrows.

Yes

n/a during the period

Yes

n/a during the period

a.

19
20

Oxygen: Weekly for the first four weeks after the row is constructed and thereafter if
the row is suspected of turning anaerobic;
b. Temperature: Weekly;
c. Moisture Content: Every second day
Odour Extraction System – Organics Processing Plant
The odour extraction system on the process building shall be designed by a person competent in this
area of technology to industry best practices.
The odour extraction system shall be of sufficient capacity to prevent any fugitive discharge of odours
from the process building under all operating conditions.

Yes

separated to be diverted to the tunnels.
389 tonnes were composted in open windrows during
this period.

21

The discharge shall exhaust via a biofilter with an average loading of not greater than 80 cubic metres
of air per hour per cubic metre of bed material

Yes

Biofilter size 20.7m x 42.5m size. Maximum airflow ex
fan is 90,000m3/hr. If media is > 1.17m deep then
80m3/hr/m3 of media cannot be exceeded. Bed depth
typically 1.3 – 1.5m. fan speed typically <90% of max.
Fan can be limited in the control system to maximum
speed as required. Fan operation measured,
controlled, and monitored by computer control
system.

22

The odour extraction systems shall operate at all times during processing of raw materials or
products.

Yes

Operates 24/7 and monitored but computer system.

The bio filters shall be maintained in such a way as to effectively reduce odours from the organics
processing plant so Condition (27) is met. This shall include but not be limited to:
23

24

a.
b.
c.
d.

Maintaining satisfactory moisture levels in the biofilter.
Maintaining an appropriate pH range, typically 4 to 8.
Maintain aerobic conditions at all times.
Replace the biofilter media at an appropriate time, determined when any of the above
operating parameters, odour levels, or, airflow backpressure are unable to be maintained
within their operating limits.
Dust Control
The consent holder shall implement the following measures to minimise the generation and discharge
of dust:
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a)

Yes

Humidifier operates at inlet to the biofilter.
Moisture tested January 2021 as 60%
b) pH recorded January 2021 as 6.6 (Hill
Laboratory report 2523284)
c) Oxygen levels >20% (Lab tested July 2020)
d) Back pressure monitored for bed media
condition. Media last changed 2018.

Yes

a) Misters and water trucks are used
b) Site is asphalt sealed
6

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

c)
d)
e)
f)

Use water sprays with any mechanical handling of compost when conditions are likely to
generate dust.
Provide an impervious base to all outdoor composting areas.
Limit the height and slope of outdoor piles to less than five metres in height.
Bulk carriers removing material from site shall be covered.
Use water tankers and/or sprinklers to dampen down areas of heavy vehicle access when
wind speed exceeds five metres per second (five minute average) during dry conditions.
Suspend all product load-out and windrow turning operations during dry conditions when
the wind speed measured by the on-site meteorological station, blowing from between 10
degrees and 130 degrees, exceeds 10 metres per second for two consecutive five-minute
averages. Recommencement of load-out and windrow turning operations may occur if
recorded wind speeds from that sector are less than 10 metres per second for two
consecutive five minute averages.

a.

25

26

27

Within 12 months of this consent coming into effect the consent holder shall establish and
maintain suitable tree windbreaks around all areas where compost is stored.
b. Notwithstanding condition 25(a), a further line of tree shelter shall be established along the
boundary with Affordable Storage Limited and the boundary with Dogwatch Sanctuary Trust,
to fill in gaps in the existing tree shelter plantings where establishment or growth has been
poor such that a continuous shelter belt more than 1.8 metres high has not been formed.
These additional shelter trees shall be planted within six months of commencement of the
change to conditions. All shelter trees shall have a minimum height of 1.8 metres and shall
be maintained and irrigated until they reach a height of at least five metres. Any dead,
diseased or damaged trees shall be replaced immediately. The trees shall be protected from
the prevailing wind during at least the initial three years of establishment of the trees by
wind cloth fencing or similar in order to optimise tree growth.
c. A plan showing planting and landscaping works to be undertaken to comply with Condition
25(b) shall be prepared by a suitably qualified person and shall be submitted to the
Canterbury Regional Council within three months of commencement of the change to
conditions.
On-site vehicle speeds in the outside windrow, compost storage and compost screening areas shall be
restricted to not more than 15 kilometres per hour. A sign, capable of being read at a distance of five
metres, shall be erected at the main vehicle entrance to the outside storage area to inform all drivers
of this requirement.

Windrows are under 5m in height
Bulk loads covered
Misters and water trucks are used
Monitored on site, data reported each
minute. Over this period the following times
were recorded with windspeed greater than
10m/s when in the 10 -130 degree wind
direction.
Nov – 40 mins , no times above two
consecutive 5min periods
Dec – 15 mins, no times above two
consecutive 5min periods
Jan – 118mins. One period of 134minutes
where it remained above 10 m/s impacting
operations.

The discharges to air shall not cause odour or dust which is offensive or objectionable beyond the
boundary of the site on which this consent is exercised.
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A gap in the tree windbreak exists at a section along
the boundary with Affordable storage. A result of
containers being moved to complete some pavement
repairs.
No
A new bund has been constructed to allow new
plantings.

Yes

Signs in place, all drivers, and contractors re-inducted
with specific mention made of consent compliance.
Notices of non-compliance have been received by
Living Earth from Ecan during this period.

No
Infringement notices received for odour discharge:
• 17th November 2020.
7

•

28

Notwithstanding Conditions 24 and 27, all product load-out, heavy vehicle operation and windrow
turning activities shall cease at any time when these activities cause visible suspended particulate
matter beyond the western site boundary, including at properties occupied by Affordable Storage
Limited, Dogwatch Sanctuary Trust or their successors.
The consent holder shall maintain records of any odour or dust complaints received by the consent
holder. These records shall include:
a.
b.
c.
d.

29

e.

f.
g.

30

Location of complainant when odour or dust was detected;
Date and time of odour or dust detection;
Weather conditions, including wind direction, at the composting facility when odour or dust
was detected;
Strength of the odour complained of, assessed on a scale of 1 to 5 by the complainant with
the following rating system: 1 odour noticeable but not persistent; 2 odour clear and
persistent; 3 odour unpleasant and persistent; 4 odour strong, offensive and persistent; 5
odour very strong and offensive.
The amount of dust complained of, assessed on a description of the visible quantities and
extent of dust deposits on a scale of 1 to 5 by the complainant with the following rating
system: 1 noticeable and not extensive; 2 clear and minor coverage; 3 nuisance and
moderate coverage; 4 objectionable and extensive coverage; 5 significant extensive deposits,
offensive. A description of the appearance of the dust shall also be recorded;
Any possible cause for the odour or dust complained of; and
Any corrective action taken.

Records demonstrating compliance with the above condition shall be provided to the Canterbury
Regional Council on request and shall be summarised as part of the Annual Environmental Report
required under Condition 36.
Monitoring
The consent holder shall undertake site-boundary odour assessments at least once per day, in a
manner consistent with Work Instruction WI30 Issue 6, dated 1 September 2010, submitted with the
application, or an equivalent later document. These assessments shall occur at no fewer than eight
locations around the site boundary, including at least one location downwind of the composting
tunnels and the maturation windrows. In the event of strong odours being detected, that may create
adverse effects beyond the site boundary, then the consent holder shall take all practicable efforts to
mitigate the odour using measures that may include the use of masking agents, capping the source,
and returning odorous material to the tunnels. Records shall be kept that include the date and time of
the assessment, meteorological parameters at the time, odour descriptions and odour intensities at
each monitoring location. Staff members responsible for these assessments shall have calibrated
noses, determined by suitably qualified persons at an accredited laboratory. These staff members
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Yes

23rd November 2020.

Monitored daily. Screened compost located at
Northern end of the operational site to minimise
distance it may travel off site. Activities restricted in
NE wind conditions.

Complaints made to Ecan are reported by Ecan.

Yes

Yes

Complaints made to the CCC :
•
November 2020 – 2
• December 2020 – 5
• January 2021 – 3

Site boundary assessments were not conducted on
two days as we did not operate for two days over
Xmas/ New Year period.

8

31

32

shall be recalibrated for odour sensitivity at least once every three years.
The consent holder shall, prior to unloading a tunnel, undertake an odour assessment of the compost
material, in a manner consistent with Work Instruction WI4 Issue 6, dated 1 September 2010,
submitted with the application, or an equivalent later document. In the event of strong odours being
detected, that may create adverse effects beyond the site boundary, then the consent holder shall
return the assessed material to the tunnel and shall not empty the tunnel until it has been
determined that the material is no longer odorous to the point where it may create an adverse effect
beyond the site boundary. Staff members responsible for these assessments shall have calibrated
noses, determined by suitably qualified persons at an accredited laboratory. These staff members
shall be recalibrated for odour sensitivity at least once every three years.
a. At all times during exercise of this consent, wind speed and wind direction shall be measured
by an anemometer established on the site.
b. The anemometer shall be installed at a height of at least five metres above ground level at a
location free from any obstruction that has potential to significantly affect wind flow.
c. Wind speed resolution of measurement shall be not more than 0.1 metres per second and
wind speed accuracy of measurement shall be at least within +/-0.2 metres per second.
d. The anemometer shall be established, located and operated to the satisfaction of the
Canterbury Regional Council.
e. Wind speed and direction shall be continuously recorded with an averaging time for each
parameter of not more than five minutes.
f. These data shall be:

Odour assessments are completed on a continuous
basis when tunnels are being emptied.
Yes

Yes

Tunnel combining process undertaken in the OPP hall
enables an empty tunnel to be available at all time if
required for this.

Weather station located on site.

(i) recorded using an electronic data logging system; and
(ii) provided to the Canterbury Regional Council upon request.
a.

33
b.

Dust deposition monitoring shall occur in at least two dust gauges sited near to the boundary
with Affordable Storage Limited or successor and the boundary with Dogwatch Sanctuary
Trust or successor and at least one further control dust gauge. The location of the dust
deposition gauges shall be determined by a suitably qualified person and shall be provided in
writing to the Canterbury Regional Council. The method of monitoring shall be ISO DIS4222.2 or a similar method to the satisfaction of the Canterbury Regional Council. Samples
shall be collected monthly and the monitoring results shall be included and summarised in
the Annual Environmental Report required under Condition 36.
Dust control measures shall be implemented to maintain the rate of dust deposition at the
consent holder’s boundary, measured in accordance with Condition 33(a), at less than
4g/m2/30 days above the background concentration measured at the control site. Any
exceedance of this trigger level shall be reported to the Canterbury Regional Council,
including the likely reasons for exceedance and any remedial action undertaken.
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A Total of eight dust gauges are used as controls (2),
onsite (3) and offsite (3). Offsite gauges are in the
immediate neighboring properties and these are used
to monitor compliance against this consent.

Yes

A dust deposition gauge is located at the disused pump
station on Dyers Road. The dust levels recorded in this
collector which is downwind of the OPP record similar
levels of dust the deposition gauge located in the field
next to Dyers Rd upwind of the OPP.
Results indicate that OPP is not contributing to dust
600m downwind and towards the residential area.
Further testing was also completed in December
where atmospheric air quality testing was completed
9

including swabs of dust in the community. This was
completed by an independent consultancy and testing
lab.
The results showed that the bacterial and fungi in the
air and in dust swabs do not match the profile of the
OPP compost that was sampled.
A copy of this report has been provided to the CDHB
and Ecan for them to use as required.
Results of the dust deposition gauges for this period
are attached as Appendix A to this report, including a
photo of the filters for the gauges prior to analysis.

34

Management Plan
(a) The consent holder shall prepare and implement an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) that
addresses the control of discharges to air from the site.
(b) The EMP shall be prepared and provided to the Canterbury Regional Council: attention: RMA
Compliance and Enforcement Manager, within three months of the granting of this consent variation
and within one month of the completion of annual reviews.
(c) The EMP shall be reviewed annually.
(d) The EMP and any revisions shall include all measures necessary to achieve compliance with the
conditions of this consent.
(e) The EMP shall include, but not be limited to:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Yes

Independent review of the EMP completed in 2020.

A description of the dust and odour sources on site;
The methods to be used for controlling dust and odour at each source;
A description of consent and monitoring requirements;
A system of training for employees and contractors to make them aware of the
requirements of the EMP; and
Identifying staff responsible for implementing and reviewing the EMP.

Community Liaison Group
a.
35

Within one month of the commencement of the change of conditions, the consent holder
shall invite local residents and interested people to attend a meeting to establish a
Community Liaison Group. The invitation to attend and establish a Community Liaison Group
shall be extended to include:
(i) all property owners and occupiers with boundaries adjoining, or but for the presence of
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Ongoing CLG meetings held as required, including this
meeting.
Yes

10

b.

c.
d.

roads, with boundaries immediately next to the site; and
(ii) all parties who made a submission on the application to change consent conditions.
A representative of the consent holder shall attend all meetings of the Community Liaison
Group. The Canterbury Regional Council shall be invited to send a representative to attend
all meetings.
The consent holder shall ensure that members of the Community Liaison Group are provided
with the opportunity and facilities to meet at least once every three months.
The main purposes of the Community Liaison Group shall be to:
a.
b.

36

37

Identify and address any adverse effects of discharges to air from the site, including
possible remedial action; and
Discuss the results of all monitoring and reporting required under this consent.

Reporting
The consent holder shall, no later than the 30th of June of each year, provide an Annual
Environmental Report to the Canterbury Regional Council setting out all monitoring and reporting
results required by conditions of consent and their interpretation by an appropriately qualified
person, including dust deposition monitoring and complaints recording undertaken in relation to this
consent over the previous period. Where the result of any test or monitoring undertaken in relation
to this consent exceeds the relevant limit/trigger level or does not comply with the relevant
condition, then the steps that were taken to rectify the non-compliance shall be specified.
Administration
This consent shall not be exercised concurrently with CRC930514.
The Canterbury Regional Council may annually, on or about the last working day of March each year,
serve notice of its intention to review the conditions of this consent for the purposes of:
a.

38
b.
c.

Dealing with any adverse effect on the environment which may arise from the exercise of
the consent; or
Requiring the adoption of the best practicable option to remove or reduce any adverse
effect on the environment; or
Complying with the requirements of an operative regional plan.
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Annual report provided to Ecan.

Yes

Yes

OPP upgrade options being considered
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Appendix A
Dust Complaints and monitoring
Dust Complaints
None received by CCC.
Dust Monitoring
Results of the dust deposition gauges are presented below.
The pump station (#7) is closest to the residential community and this consistently has dust levels lower that the open field (#4) next to Dyers Rd upwind
of the OPP. This is represented in the table and the graph below. Locations of the dust deposition gauges is also provided.

Period
Nov-20
Variance to
Control
Dec-20
Variance to
Control
Jan-21
Variance to
Control

Control 1
(#1)

Control 2
(#4)

Control
average

Affordable
Storage (#5)

Dog Watch
(#6)

Pump
Station (#7)

0.8

1.1

1.0

8.4

1.7

0.8

7.5

0.8

-0.2

10.6

2.8

1

9.2

1.4

-0.5

7.4

1.5

0.5

6.1

0.2

-0.9

1.8

1.3
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1.1

1.4

1.5

1.4
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Dust - Dyers Rd field (red line) vs Dyers Rd Pump station (green line)
7

Organic dust - g/m2/30days

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Site 4
Site 7

Sep-19 Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19 Jan-20 Feb-20 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20 Nov-20 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21
1.1
0.8
1.3
0.1
2.4
0.9
0.6
0.4
0.6
0.5
0.5
6
1.1
1.1
1.4
0.7

0.3

1.0

0.7
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0.8

0.6

0.7

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.3

0.8

1.1

0.8

1

0.5
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Dust monitoring locations are shown on the following two maps.
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December 2020 dust deposition gauges. Collected samples before analysis. Image provided by Fulton Hogan Laboratories.
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Appendix B
Boundary tree plantings

Area on north side of the Affordable Storage boundary where new bund has been created and new trees
are required.

East side of the Affordable Storage boundary showing typical tree plantings.
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Appendix C
Odour events
Month
November 2020
December 2020
January 2021

CCC recorded
events
2
5
3

NONC – Notice of Non-Compliance (example below)
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